
SCHOOLS AS LEARNING INSTITUTIONS – EUROPEAN SOCIAL
PARTNERS IN EDUCATION PROMOTING EFFECTIVE QUALITY

AND INNOVATION MANAGEMENT MODELS IN THE EDUCATION
SECTOR IN A POST COVID-19 ERA

Invitation to the 3rd Peer Learning Visit
16-17 April 2024, Budapest (Hungary)



Dear all, 

The European Federation of Education Employers (EFEE) and the European Trade Union Committee for Education
(ETUCE) are pleased to invite you to the 3rd Peer Learning Visit of their Schools as learning institutions – European
Social Partners in Education promoting effective quality and innovation management models in the education sector
in a post Covid-19 era (LearningSchools) project. This peer learning visit (PLV) is going to take place in Budapest
(Hungary) on 16-17 April 2024, from 9:00 to 17:30 CEST on 16 April and in the morning of 17 April. 

As the 3rd and last peer learning visit of the LearningSchools project, this PLV in Budapest will exceptionally include
two school visits (one on 16 April in the afternoon and one on 17 April in the morning). This will allow us to visit both
a public school and a private school during the PLV. Following the PLVs in Madrid and in Budva, further discussions
can be expected on common needs, challenges, and ways forward with regard to innovation management models in
the education sector in a post Covid-19 era. In addition, we will look into the preliminary results from the online
survey (to be launched in February 2024). 

Each PLV of the project provides participants with opportunities to learn and exchange best practices in the form of
presentations, roundtables, open discussoins, and other interactive sessions. Discussions will be accompanied by
input from selected experts, including policy-makers, education employer representatives, trade union
representatives, school and student representatives, and other relevant stakeholders in education.

Accommodation and travel 
Accommodation will be booked at Exe Budapest Center hotel in Budapest by EFEE based on the arrival and departure
days which you will communicate through the registration form. However, please note that up to 2 nights will be
covered by the project. Any additional nights will need to be covered by yourself or by your organisation. Travel costs
up to 350€ will be reimbursed after the event for economy flights only, train travels (up to 400 kilometers) and the
use of public transportation (no taxis). 

Venues
The first morning of the PLV will be held at Exe Budapest Center hotel. In the afternoon of 16 April and in the morning
of 17 April, school visits will be organised (also in Budapest). More information on the school visits will be shared in
due time with selected participants. 

Languages
This seminar will be held in English. English-Hungarian interpretation will be foreseen.  

Additional information 
Please note that every participant will receive a rate of 40€, which can be used for additional meals during your
travels and your stay in Budapest. 

Should you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact Marie-Céline Falisse
(marieceline.falisse@educationemployers.eu). We hope to see you in Budapest! 

Yours sincerely, 


